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Classy Cursive:
Help! What does ... mean?

Page 13:
Akita – a Japanese prefecture in Tohoku, known for demons called namahage 

and a dog breed.
Australia – the world’s sixth-largest country by area, known for distinctive fauna.
Aristotle – Greek philosopher and scientist, student of Plato and giant of Western 

thought.
Beppu – an area in Oita Prefecture in Kyushu, known for natural hot springs.
Brazil – a country in South America, the world’s fifth-largest by area, known for 

the samba.
Beethoven – German Romantic composer, famously deaf in later life. Full name: 

Ludwig van Beethoven.
Chiba – a Japanese prefecture in Kanto, known for peanuts.
Congo – a name given to two countries in western Africa, known for distinctive 

fauna.
Confucius – the Westernized name of Kong Fuzi (Koshi in Japanese), Chinese 

philosopher and giant of Eastern thought.
Date – a place name in Fukushima and Hokkaido Prefectures, and the name of a 

once-prominent samurai clan.
Djibouti – a country in the part of eastern Africa called the Horn of Africa, known 

for distinctive fauna.
Dante – Italian poet, author of ‘Divine Comedy’ and giant of Western literature. 

Full name: Durante degli Alighieri.

Page 15:
Ehime – a Japanese prefecture in Shikoku, known for mikan oranges.
Egypt – a country on two continents (northeast Africa and southwest Asia), known 

for ancient monuments.
Fukushima – a Japanese prefecture in Tohoku, known for red toy cows called 

akabeko that are made of lacquered papier-mâché.
Fiji – an country in the South Pacific, made up of hundreds of islands, known for 

tropical beauty.
Gifu – a Japanese prefecture in Chubu, known for traditional slanted roofs de-

signed to withstand heavy snowfall.
Greece – a country in south-eastern Europe, known for ancient monuments and 

often called the cradle of Western civilization.
Hiroshima – a Japanese prefecture in Chugoku, known for Itsukushima Shrine 
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and its “floating” gate.
Holland – an area in the Netherlands, and sometimes the name given to the 

whole country, known for windmills and wooden clogs.
April – in this month, cherry blossoms bloom in Japan and dango are a popular 

treat.
Belize – a country in Central America, known for an abundance of distinctive 

fauna and for ancient monuments.
China – a country in east Asia, the fourth largest in the world by area, known for 

distinctive flora, fauna and culture.
Du Fu – a Chinese poet (To Ho in Japanese) regarded, with Li Bai, as one of the 

greatest in the language.

Page 17:
Ibaraki – a Japanese prefecture in Kanto, known for nattō.
Iraq – a country in the Middle East, known for the Great Mosque of Samarra, and 

formerly home to Asiatic lions.
Japan – a country in east Asia, known for both ancient culture and modernity.
Jamaica – an island country in the Caribbean, known for music, culture and tropi-

cal fruit.
Kyoto – a prefecture in Kansai, home to Japan’s former capital, known for its 

refined culture.
Korea – a name given to two countries in east Asia; our illustration depicts tradi-

tional dress.
Laos – a landlocked country in Southeast Asia, known for the Reclining Buddha 

statue.
Li Bai – a Chinese poet (a.k.a. Li Po in English, Ri Haku in Japanese) regarded, 

with Du Fu, as one of the greatest in the language.
Afghanistan – a landlocked country in central Asia, known for its long record of 

human civilization and its rural lifestyle.
Buddha – Shaka or Hotoke in Japanese; founder of a religion in India, giant of 

Eastern thought.
Cervantes – Spanish writer, author of Don Quixote, giant of Western literature. 

Full name: Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.
Darwin – British naturalist and highly influential thinker. Full name: Charles Rob-

ert Darwin.
Earth – third planet from the Sun, home of algae, ants, firs and frogs.
Frankenstein – Hollywood monster, popular since 1931, based loosely on a liter-

ary creation of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (therein known as Frankenstein’s 
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monster).
Godzilla – monster of numerous Japanese films, first depicted in 1954, called 

Gojira in Japanese.
Hercules – Romanized name of Heracles, hero of Greek myth who faced the 

three-headed dog Cerberus.

Page 18:
August – in this month, much of Japan is hot and humid, and watermelon is a 

popular treat.
Basho – Japanese haiku poet, master of the art. Full name: Matsuo Basho.
Cleopatra – last active pharaoh of Egypt, seventh of the name. Full name: Cleopa-

tra VII Philopator.
December – in this month, snow falls in some parts of Japan, especially the 

northeast.
Ethiopia – a landlocked country in the part of eastern Africa called the Horn of 

Africa, known for agriculture.
Finland – a country in northern Europe enjoying a high quality of life, claimed 

home of Santa Claus.
Gandhi – political reformer, father of Indian nationalism. Full name: Mohandas 

Karamchand Gandhi or Mahatma Gandhi.
Himiko – shaman queen in Wa (ancient Japan), seen by some as Japan’s only 

female emperor to date.
Ikkyu – eccentric, mischievous Zen Buddhist monk and poet.
India – a country in southern Asia, the seventh largest in the world by area, 

known for ancient culture and religion.
June – this month is characterized by a rainy season in much of Japan.
July – the Star Festival (Tanabata) is celebrated in Japan in this month.
Kaguyahime – a figure born from a bamboo stalk in Taketori Monogatari, a folk 

tale popular in Japan.
Kuwait – a country in the Middle East, known for economic prosperity and rapid 

modernization.
Lao Tzu – Chinese philosopher and writer, giant in Eastern thought, associated 

with Taoism. Name also written Laozi or Lao Tse.
Louvre – museum and historical monument in Paris, France.

Page 19:
kiritanpo – mashed rice formed into cylinders, stuck onto skewers, and toasted.
Mesopotamia – old name for an area between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, 

considered one of the cradles of civilization.
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Yamaguchi – the westernmost prefecture on Honshu, known for industry and 
tourism; featured later, on page 29 of the workbook.

Okayama – a Japanese prefecture in Chugoku, associated with the legend of 
Momotaro.

okonomiyaki – a kind of pancake containing a variety of meat, vegetables, etc.
Hindi – the mostly widely spoken of the many languages of India.

Page 21: 
Miyazaki – a Japanese prefecture in Kyushu, known for jitokko chickens and cit-

rus fruits such as himenotsuki.
Mexico – a large and populous country in North America, known for flora adapted 

to an arid climate.
Nara – a Japanese prefecture in Kansai, known for Todaiji, a temple with a giant 

Buddha statue called Daibutsu, where deer roam the grounds freely.
Nepal – a landlocked country in southern Asia, known for the world’s highest 

mountains.
Osaka – a Japanese prefecture in Kansai, known for cuisine, the Tigers baseball 

team, and the kuidaore clown.
Oman – a country on the Arabian peninsula, whose nation emblem features a 

khanjar (curved dagger) and two crossed swords.
Ponto-cho – a neighborhood in Kyoto that preserves much of the atmosphere of 

an older time.
Peru – a country in South America, known for the mysterious Nazca Lines, as 

well as for the citadel of Machu Picchu.
Einstein – German physicist and symbol of genius and individuality. Full name: 

Albert Einstein.
Fuji – a Japanese city in Shizuoka Prefecture, and the name of Japan’s most 

famous mountain. Superstition has it that the most propitious dreams one can 
have on the first night of the year are dreams of 1) Mt. Fuji, 2) a hawk, and 3) 
an eggplant.

Guam – an island in the northwest Pacific Ocean, a territory of the United States, 
known for latte stone pillars.

Hokkaido – Japanese prefecture and northernmost island of the archipelago, 
supposed home of Koro-pok-guru, a race of little people in Ainu legend.

Ireland – island west of Britain, legendary home to leprechauns. (Ours is depict-
ed playing a bodhrán drum.)

January – in this month, the New Year is sometimes celebrated in Japan with lion 
dances (shishi-mai).
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Kofu – a Japanese city in Yamanashi Prefecture, known for peaches and the 
Takeda samurai clan.

Latvia – a Baltic country in northern Europe, whose traditional dress includes 
flowered head adornments.

Page 23:
Qatar – a country on the Arabian Peninsula, site of the Pearl-Qatar man-made 

island.
Quebec – a large province in eastern Canada, known for maple syrup.
Ryukyu – an older name for the Okinawa island chain.
Russia – a country in northern Eurasia, the world’s largest by area, known for 

nested matryoshka dolls.
Shiga – a Japanese prefecture in Kansai, where ninja once were active.
Singapore – a city-country in southeast Asia whose symbol is the lion; known for 

a lion-shaped fountain.
Turkey – a country in western Asia, site of Cappadocia, known for cave houses 

and hot-air ballooning.
Tochigi – a Japanese prefecture in Kanto, where the Nikko-Tosho-Gu shrine fea-

tures a carving of the Three Wise Monkeys.
Israel – a country in the Middle East on the Mediterranean Sea, whose flag fea-

tures the Star of David.
Jupiter – fifth planet from the Sun and largest in the Solar System, with 67 moons, 

four of them large.
King Kong – a gigantic movie monster first depicted in 1933.
Luxembourg – a country in western Europe, known for the Passerelle viaduct and 

the Notre Dame Cathedral.
Mozart – Austrian Classical composer; full name: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
November – in this month in Japan, persimmons and nuts are in season.
Orion – a constellation visible all over the world, named for a mythical giant 

hunter.
Plato –  Greek philosopher, originator of the idea of ‘forms’, student of Socrates 

and giant of Western thought.

Page 25:
Utsunomiya – a Japanese city in Tochigi Prefecture, known for gyōza.
Uganda – a landlocked country in Great Lakes region of eastern Africa, whose 

national bird is the crested crane.
Vietnam – a country on the Indochina peninsula in southeast Asia; our illustration 

depicts traditional dress.
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Wakayama – a Japanese prefecture in Kansai, known for Japanese apricots and 
the umeshu wine made from them, as well as the Heian era monk Kūkai.

Venus – second planet from the sun, whose astrological symbol ♀ depicts the 
hand mirror of the goddess Venus (Aphrodite).

Warsaw – the capital of Poland, whose symbol is the mermaid, and site of a fa-
mous mermaid statue.

Xhosa – one of the Bantu languages, which features click consonants. Our char-
acter is saying “peace” and “friends”.

Xerxes – an emperor of ancient Persia, first of the name, styled “the Great”.
Murasaki Shikibu – the nickname of a novelist in the Heian period, a giant of 

Japanese literature.
Neptune – eighth planet from the Sun, whose astrological symbol ♆ depicts the 

trident of the god Neptune (Poseidon).
October – in Japan in this month, Halloween has in recent years begun to be 

celebrated.
Panama – a country in Central America, site of an important canal, known for a 

distinctive style of hat.
Quetzalcoatl – an Aztec god, shaped like a feathered serpent.
Reykjavik – the capital of Iceland, known for hot springs and the Aurora Borealis.
Socrates – classical Greek philosopher, giant of Western thought; his most fa-

mous pupil was Plato. Depicted here with a drink, which might be taken to be 
either the wine he favored or the hemlock with which he was executed.

Tijuana – a city in the Mexican state of Baja California, known for “Tijuana ze-
bras” (donkeys painted like zebras as a tourist attraction). Our illustration is 
of tourists posing with one.

Page 26:
March – in Japan, the Doll Festival (Hina-matsuri) is celebrated in this month.
Mozambique – a country in southern Africa on the coast of the Indian Ocean, 

known for distinctive fauna.
Naha – capital city of Okinawa prefecture in Japan, known for traditional shisa 

sculptures.
Oxford – a city in southeastern England, home of Oxford University and its Rad-

cliffe Camera library building.
Picasso – influential Spanish painter, co-founder of Cubism. Full name: Pablo 

Ruiz y Picasso.
Qingdao – a city on the east coast of China, site of one of China’s largest brewer-

ies and of the discovery of a species of dinosaur.
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Rio de Janeiro – a city in Brazil on the coast of the Atlantic, site of the Cristo 
Redentor statue.

September – in this month in Japan, clear weather makes moon-viewing a popu-
lar occasion. According to folk tales, the markings on the moon depict a rabbit 
pounding mochi rice-cakes.

Tokorozawa – a Japanese city in Saitama Prefecture, whose wooded areas in-
spired the setting of the animated film “Tonari no Totoro”.

Uruguay – a country in southeastern South America, whose flag features a six-
teen-rayed Sun of May.

Uji – a Japanese city in Kyoto Prefecture, site of Byodo-in temple and its phoenix 
statues.

Verdi – Italian opera composer whose ‘Rigoletto’ and ‘Falstaff’ are well-known. 
Full name: Giuseppe Fortunino Francesco Verdi

Vesuvius – a volcano near Naples, Italy, that erupted in 79 CE and destroyed the 
city of Pompeii.

Wuhan – a city in central China, site of the Yellow Crane Tower (Kokakuro in 
Japanese).

Walt Disney – American entrepreneur and entertainer. Full name: Walter Elias 
Disney.

X-rays – in Japanese, these rays are named after their discoverer, Wilhelm Rönt-
gen.

Page 27:
tacos – a traditional Mexican dish with fillings wrapped in a tortilla.
Great Red Spot – an enormous storm on Jupiter that may have been raging for 

more than 300 years; it is larger than the planet Earth altogether.
‘clicks’ – consonants that appear in some African languages, similar to the disap-

proving cluck of the tongue sometimes written ‘tsk’ in English.
Nelson Mandela – South African anti-apartheid revolutionary, later president of 

the country. Full name: Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela.
Heian Era – a period in classical Japanese history, from 794 to 1185, known for 

high culture.
“the old name of Okinawa” – or, more accurately, the name of the island chain 

that runs from Kyushu to Taiwan, two-thirds of which is called Okinawa by the 
Japanese.

Page 29:
Yamaguchi – the westernmost prefecture on Honshu, known for industry and 

tourism.
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Yemen – a country on the southern end of the Arabian Peninsula, known for sites 
like the Old City of Sana’a.

Yeti – an ape-like creature of legend, said to inhabit the Himalayas.
Zushi – a Japanese city in Kanagawa Prefecture, popular as a beach resort.
Zambia – a landlocked country in southern Africa, known for distinctive flora.
Zorro – a ‘foxlike’ fictional character created in 1919.
Saint Kitts – also called Saint Christopher Island; one half of a Caribbean two-

island country, the Federation of Saint Kitts and Nevis.
M&M’s – candy-coated chocolate originally invented to be carried by soldiers 

without melting.
Don Quixote – fictional character invented by Cervantes, pictured here with his 

companion Sancho Panza.
Riyadh – capital of Saudi Arabia, site of the Kingdom Tower.
Sarajevo – capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, whose symbol is the wolf, and 

which is also known for “Sarajevo roses”.
Tarquin – seventh and final king of Rome, called “Tarquin the Proud”. After his 

banishment, the Roman Republic was founded.
Uranus – the seventh planet from the Sun, which has a ring system and numer-

ous moons. Named for the Greek god of the sky, grandfather of Zeus.
Venezuela – a country on the northern coast of South America, site of Angel 

Falls, the tallest waterfall on Earth.
Xi’an – a city in northwest China, known for the Terracotta Army (Japanese: 

Heibayō).
Mary Wollstonecraft – English writer and philosopher, author of “A Vindication of 

the Rights of Woman”.

Page 30:
Ukraine – a country in eastern Europe on the Black Sea; our illustration depicts 

traditional dress.
Vancouver – a coastal city in British Columbia, Canada, site of Brockton Point, 

known for totem poles.
Washington – capital city of the United States, known for its Capitol building; full 

name: Washington, D.C. (District of Columbia).
Xanadu – the spelling of Shangdu (the capital of Kublai Khan’s dynasty) that was 

popularized in the poem Kubla Khan by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Yokohama – port city and capital of Kanagawa Prefecture in Japan.
Zimbabwe – a landlocked country in southern Africa, known for the mbira (thumb 

piano).
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Akutagawa – author and reputed “father of the Japanese short story”. Our illus-
tration depicts a scene from his story “The Spider’s Thread” (Kumo no Ito).

Bangkok – the capital of Thailand, site of the Wat Phra Kaew (Temple of the Em-
erald Buddha); our illustration depicts one of the statues there.

Chopin – Polish composer and pianist; full name: Frédéric François Chopin or 
Fryderyk Franciszek Chopin.

Descartes – French philosopher and mathematician, known for “I think, therefore 
I am” and graphing using coordinates. Full name: René Descartes.

Equatorial Guinea – a country in central Africa, whose nation flag features a silk 
cotton tree; known for mandrills (monkeys similar to baboons).

February – in Japan in this month, children drive out oni (ogres) by throwing 
beans in a ceremony called Mamemaki.

Galileo – influential Italian astronomer and scientist, called the “father of modern 
phyics”; full name: Galileo Galilei.

Helen Keller – American deafblind author and activist. Full name: Helen Adams 
Keller. (Fun trivia: Keller was the first to introduce the Akita dog to the United 
States—see page 13 of the workbook.)

Isle of Man – a Crown Dependency (Japanese: ōshitsu zokuryō) of the U.K., 
known for tailless Manx cats (which have appeared on coins there).

Juliet – female main character in the love tragedy Romeo and Juliet, the most 
famous version of which was written by Shakespeare.

Page 31: 
Kafka – Czech author of surreal, bizarre stories; full name: Franz Kafka.
Libya – a northern African country on the Mediterranean Sea, home to African 

wildcats.
May – in Japan in this month, koinobori (flying of carp-shaped flags) is a common 

way to celebrate Children’s Day.
Newton – influential English physicist and mathematician, known for a theory of 

gravity suggested ‘by the fall of an apple’ (there is no evidence that it hit him 
on the head); full name: Isaac Newton.

Oaxaca – a state in southwestern Mexico, known for Day of the Dead skeleton 
figures.

Pinocchio – fictional character created in 1883; a wooden puppet who dreams of 
being a real boy.

Queensland – a state in northeast Australia, whose official fish is the Barrier Reef 
anemonefish.

Romeo – male main character in the love tragedy Romeo and Juliet, whose fe-
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male counterpart appears on page 30 of the workbook.
Shakespeare – English writer, regarded as the greatest in the language. Full 

name: William Shakespeare.
Tajikistan – a landlocked country in Central Asia with a long record of human 

civilization; our illustration depicts local dress.
Uzbekistan – a country in Central Asia and neighbor of Tajikistan; our illustration 

depicts traditional dress.
Venice – a city in northeastern Italy known for its canals and the gondolas that 

ply them.
Winnipeg – capital of Manitoba, Canada, known for Winnipeg the Bear, pet of a 

cavalry officer and inspiration for Winnie the Pooh.
Xanthippe – wife of Socrates (see p. 25 of workbook), who is said to have once 

emptied a chamber pot over her (chronically unemployed) husband’s head.
Yoko Ono – Japanese artist, musician, author and activist.
Zurich – largest city in Switzerland, site of the Fraumünster Church.


